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A Photoelectric Photometer
for the Fe XIV Solar Corona

1. INTRODUCTION

, The X5303 line of the solar corona, originating from Fe XIV, is the brightest

line available to observers in the visible portion of the spectrum. By choppihg

between the neighboring continuum and this emission"line, Lyot washable to de-

tect the corona photoelectrically for a case in which the coronal signal was small

compared against the brightness of the scattered photospheric radiation. The

same detection scheme, using a birefringent fi!ter with a variable bandpass

chopping between the spectral region of the-emission line andthe nearby con-

tinuum, was used by the author to detect the emission line corona out'to a dis-

tanbe of 1.75 radiifrom'the center of the solar disk. The improvement over

Lyot's scheme is the addition of a rapid method of chopping and a phasd-locked

qynehronous detection system. The major advantages of this photoelectric sys-

tem are the increased temporal coverage of coronal data and an increased cov-

biage in the spatial exteit of the corcna detected. Ordinary filter photography

usually is not capable of showing the green line corona at heights above 1. 30

SR/R 0 . The major reduction in scattered light necessary to make a coronal

(Received for Publication 13 November 1973)

1. Lyot, B. (1950) C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris, 231:461.
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observation is obtained by locating a coronagraph at a site where the sky is rel-

atively free from aerosol. These requirements are clearly stated in an excellent

review article by Evans. 2

2. TIlE FILTER SYSTEM

The birefringent filter used in this photometer is OPL No. 34, a filter that

can be used at Ha, the D, line of the He I, or Xr303, the green line of Fe XIV.

As usual, it is nccessary to temperature control the filter; the temperature

coefficient for the thickest calcite element is approximately -0. 3A 0C at the

green line. The full width at half maximum for the-thickest element of-the filter

is 0. 58 1. This narrow bandpass -narrow compared with the Doppler width of

the green line oft). 7 A-is necessary in order to reduce the sensitivity of the

equipment to Doppler aisplacements ofthe Fe absorption line in the scattered

light spectrum. This problem is discussed below.

The arrangement of the filter system is shown in Figure 1. Light enters

the photometer through a field stop in the image plane and passes through a

BF PMT

t SIG OUT
DRIVE IN

.HV IN

Figure 1. A Schematic Diagram of the Optical Components of the Fe XIV Photo-
meter. PF: pre-filter (FWHM = 12 A). P1: Initial polaroid for the thickest
element of the birefringent filter (BF). CP: parallel plate compensator. P2:
calibration polaroid (removed tor normal operation. QW: X/4 plate (5600 A).
P3: final polaroid of the birefringent filter. PEM: piezoelectric modulator

2. Evans, J. W. (1953) The Sun, University of Chicago Press, 635 pp.
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multi-layer interferetice pre-filter into the birefringent filter. The front polar-

oid is so arranged that it may be rotated to provide limit6d tuning,of the thickest

element. The nrt-tc-thickest element is physically placed last in the filterand

the last, polarizer removed. The beam then passes'through a piezoelastic mod-

ulator 3 adjusted so that the retardance. varies from + X/2 to - X/2. A final polar-

oid is used'to develop aisingle, time-variable bandpass. A parallel plate compen-
sator is placed between the last elemient of the birefringent filter and the variable

retarder. This compensator is used to achieve a null signal on an attenated

image of the center of the solar disk. For an ordinary birefringent filter the

transmission is given by

N i-I rrd o (-u)
T a T cos , (1)

where do isthe thickness of the thinnest element, c-w is the difference between

the ordinary and extraordinary indic6s of refraction, and X is the wavelength

-f interest. nI the case of the above system, the transmission is time lependent,

a function of the drive voltage on the modulator. If the voltage applied to the

modulator is'su'ch that ther'etardance varies E X/2 through zero, at a frequency

of 2 Trw, the transmission becomes

(N 2r 2 (2 (cwl. N+ c \
T a cos 2  

Tdo  v d6

x(oO 2 I d 0 cos2- (4 nr t + ) (2)

sin2  
2 + rr do (wi(s n2 (4 TT wt + 0)1

The time averaged transmission of the filter is shown in Figure .2. Thetwo

side lobes are located well into the continuum of scattered light, while the central

-bandpass-is locatedzon",the red wing-of the5303"iine. There-is- a n absorption line,

multiplet 553 of Fe I, which is formed in the photosphere, located in the blue wing

of the Fe XIV line. Long the bane of coronal spectroscopic observations, this

line must be excluded from the bandpass of the coronal photometer, since there

are wavelength shifts of about h 0.04 1 between the east and west limb scattered

3. Kemp, J.C. (1969) J.O.S.A., 59:950.
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Figure 2. A Photoelectric S,.aii in Wavelength Showing the Photo-
meter Transmission Profile With the Piezoelectric Modulator Oper-
ating. Arrows indicate the polarization of the transmission peaks.
The time necessary to scan thie profile is-.much longer (approximately
10 sec) than the chop 'ate,(100 kHz)

light spectra due to solar rotation. This wavelength shift is sufficiento.com-

pletely mask the coronal signal if the absorption'lne is located on the steep por-

tion of the central bandpass. To avoid this problem, the filter has been tuned into

the red wing of the green corohal line so that a null falls at the mean wavelength

of the absorption line found in the scattered light spectrum. In fact, it has been

found that when the scatteredlight exceeds 1000 x 10 - 6 I o (where 10 is the

mean specific intensity of the center of the solar disk) the Doppler shift of

this absorption line is again detectable; 1000 x 10 - 3 1. is taken as the upper

limit of sky brightness for which the photometer may be used. The integral:of

the-centra!-bandpass-ofthe-filter and -the -unshifted:profiles of-the greenlirne, yields,

4 4W

0,432 . I5305 (1) d, - . I X5303 (X) 0(%-% ) d%' , (3)

that is to say, only about 2/5 of the photons in the green line are detected by this

system. rhe coronal line may also be Doppler shifted from rotational effects,

but the width of the Fe XIV line makes iWposslble to neglect the effect.
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The final tuning of the next-to-thickest element of the. filter is accomplished

by the rotation-ofa X/4 plate just in front of the modulator. T!hc modulator has

two advantages over the usual Pockels cell found in most solar magnetographs.

The angular field is quite widei 4n the case of the cqronal'photometer, the. half

angie of acceptance is almost 200. The second advantage is that the chopping,

rate is quite fast, 100 kHz. An early version of th,photoibeter did use a KDP

plate as a chopper, driving between : X/4 with a X/4 bi.As plate. The reduction

in noise between this early version, which operated~at 200 Hz, and the present

version is a factor of 4 (see below).

3. DETECTION SYSTEM

Immediately behind the,,field stop is 6 Fabry lens that forms an image of the

objective lens onto the~photocathode of a PMT. The Sacramento Peak Observa-

tory's 40-cm coronagraph is used as the feed for this photometer; the photometer

is located at the east bench position in the coudq. room. A schematic of the de-

tection and control system is shown in Figure 3. The signal from the PMT is

CGM?~ ME AMPNTROLI

Figure 3. A Schematic Diagram of the Big Dome€Spar Scan and
Data collection System as Used-With the Fe XIV Photometer
System
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preamplified by a capacitively coupled amplifier; the signal from this iscon;:
riected to theinput of a modifie d PAR JB-4 lock-in amplifier. A reference sig-
nal is developed from the control of the :nodulator and this is used to phase lock
onto the coronaL line bandpass. Much of the gain in signal to noise between the
Pockels cell ve-sion-of the photometer and the-present system is due tothe ex-
clusionof low frequency noise by the preamplifier. The signal'from the lock-in
amlifier is then-digitized and recorded onto. even-track magnetic tape. The
digitizer and tape recorder are controlled~by punched paper tape,

The field st6p is a circular hole 3.mm in diameter, an aperture of approxi-
mately 1. 1 aic minute in the field stop-image rlae. The occulting disk is re-
moved from the, coronagraph and an "inverse" occulting disk, an opaque plate
with a boA6 17,6ted at .hiprime focus, is used for the coronal scans. The
doronaraph is offst by introducing a programmed motion into the spar guider
objective*. The ,iider servo systeii ,follows this offset and provides circular scans
at distances c1 1. 15,- 1. 35, and 1.55 R/Ro. One hundred and twenty points are
:ffimple.!.arund the limb, every three degrees'in position angle. Scans have been

obtaint' wit .i a radial distance-of 1. 71, R[R from the center of the sun, but only
0

the brithtegt active regionsshow detectable green line emaission. For this reason
the three-scan program outlined above is a standard observational program.

4. RESULTS

The tapes obtained during any gi-ven observing run are reduced to obtain cards
(for archival storage), and one 'f two programs iq currently used to present the
data ina visual manner. The first of i ese programs plots ati given scan in a
polar presentation with a unit circle ag, ,he zero intensity level. This results in
a plot that in some respects resembles adrawing of the corona, but in fact is
merely a polar representation of the intensity at a given radius. The sscond re-
duction routineplots the intensity of the corona as a contour map with position
angle ii,.easured from-geocentric north)-.along the abscissa and radius along the
ordinate. A linear interpolationis used between data.points.in this. ontour
routine. Examples of both kinds of plots are given in Figures 4 and 5';

Since oiae hundred samples of the coronal intensity in the green line of Fe Xiv

are taken for each scan position, it is possible to estiniate the error of measure-
ment. The norse level, in general, is proportional to the d-c level of the scat-
tered light in the sky and instrument, and to a certain extent-upon the wind-loading
of the spar. Observations have been obtained in situations in which the bright-
ness of the sky just outside the limb, at the field stop, was 800 x 10-6 I/i at a
radial height of 1.55 R/Ro, In this case the measure of confidence used, 1.95 a,

12



SPO CORONqL SCANX-5303N

Figure 4. An Example of the Fe
XIV Photometer Quick-Look"PF'-
duction Program. This diagram,
plots I(X5303) as a function of
geocentric position angle at a
fixed scan radius vector from the
center of thesolar disk. The W
polar rotation axis is indicated by
the line through the zero intensity
circle. Ticmarks along the x-
and x-axes indicate brightness
stepsof 10, 20, and, 30 x 10-6 10

S
DAY: 181.1973
TIME: 17.4 20
RAO: 1.15

wherc'> is the standard deviation of the sample at a given point,. was found to be
+ 2.5 x 10-6 1/I o . On the other hand, the usual "noise" level for the 1.55 R/R o

0 0scan in a rather ordinary sky of'perhaps 200 x 10 -6 I/Io isaround + 0.4 x 10 -6
I/I . For this reason, the standard contour plot of the data uses contour levels0
of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 millionths of the center of the disk intensity. It must
be pointed out that the radial gradients of coronal emi, ion lines are very high,
and that a sample over 1 minute of arc area may be misleading4f 'considered as
an average brightness for.the sample area in the plane of the-sky.

The instrument is calibrated by pointing the coronagraph at the center of
the solar diskand introducing k known attenuation into the-beam. A polarizer is
inserted into the photometer between the compensator plate ard the X/4 wave
plate. If the axis of the polarizer is either parallel or perpendicular to the axis
of the final polarizer in the system, a 100 kliz oscillation is produced, tLz am-
plitude of which is proportional to the attenuated brightness of the sun. Care
must be taken to perform this calibration routine during sly circumstances that
ard as-close -to the-observing period-circumstances as piomsible, sin6e effects of
thin clouds, air mass variations, and changes i-'n the dustor water vapor content
will not be accounted for by this proced're,between the period of coronal ouserva-
tion and the time at which the calibration.routine is performed.

13



SACRAMENTO PEAK CBSER.VAT(R; 5303 CORONAL INTEflS1Ty MP

C 1.15 -I

N E .S W N
POSITION ANGLE

DAY 177

,TIME: 1540

THRESHOLD: 1.00

N "E S W 'N-

DAY:POSITION 
ANGLE

TIME: 164
THRESHOLD: 1.00

cr. 1. 55 I

S1.35
L 1.15

N' E S, 'N
POSITION ANGLEDAY.. 179

TIME:- 1635
'THRESHOLD:- '.00

n 1.55 -I "I . -I"

" 1.15
N E S ,V N

POSITION ANGLE
DAY: 180
TIME: 2333,
THRESHOLD: I.O0

(I, I.5.-. I ,.'

>I.35
Cr

a: 1.I5
N 'E S V N

POSITION AIGLEDAY: 181
TIME: 1634
THRESHOLD: 1.00

Figure 5. A"Series- of Five Full, Coronal Scans Sep-
arated in rime by About One Day Each. The abcissa is

f geocentric position angle, and thc ordinate is distance
from the center of the disk in units of R/R o . Intensity
is plotted in contours of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 x 10-6 10.
Day 181 corresponds to the Fe XIV corona at the time
of total solar eclipse, 30 June 1973
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', " . CONCLUSIOOIS

Comparison with photographs of the white light corona obtained by the author

at the total so1ar eclipse of 1973 indicate that the 5303' Fe XIV photometei; is~4
capable of obserin'g the major features of the active and equatorial zone corona.

The narrow bandpass of the birefringent filter makes the instrument sensitive to

velocity shifts of coronal material, and it is expected that observations of cata-

strophic activity may be 6mpromised if the mean radial velocity-of the coronal
material exceeds :h 5;'0 km/sec. Velocity shifts in the green line occasionally

equal 1- 20.0 to 25. 0"km/sec in post flare loops, etc.

On the' other hand, this approach to coronal observation yields data ttilt de-
fine the average properties of the solar corona for equatorial regions over peri-
ods of obseivat.ion amounting to many months. This is expected to be very useful

in helping to understand the processes available for the formation of the average

coronul situation at a given time. Measurements made during the three ATM
missions with the green line photometer may help to fill in the portion of the corona

lost behind the occulting disk of the HA0,-ATM white-light coronagraph. The

major advantage found to date is that the number of days during which coronal ob-

servations are available has increased o, er the previous photographic coverage,

since the photometer is able to:work in scattered light conditions in which the
brightness of the sky may be 1 to 1. 5 orders,of magnitude greater than permitted

for photographic observation of the emission line corona. This has resulted in

observations during about 80 percent of the days between 1 May and'30 June 1973.

4. Fisher, H. (1973) Solar Physics, in press.
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